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Foreword  
Iraq stands at a crossroad. On the one hand there is the prospect of political collaboration and 

stability. This scenario could allow Iraq to develop its large petroleum resources and take a 

place among the world’s leading oil exporters. On the other hand there is the risk of further 

sectarian conflict and more violence in the wake of the US withdrawal. 

The seminar on September 14
th

 examined the opportunities and risks that Iraq is facing, 

politically and economically, with the help of international and Swedish expertise. Some of 

the questions that was discussed at the seminar where: 

– Will the political fractions in Iraq be able to bridge the mistrust and 
create an effective government? 

– The US presence and influence are waning; what are the 
consequences? 

– The international oil companies are back in Iraq and the government 
has set objectives to produce more than 10 million barrels/day. Can 
this be done? What would the consequences be, within OPEC and for 
the oil market? 

– How could the regional power balance be affected by the different 
development scenarios for Iraq? What are the ambitions of the 
influential neighbors; Iran, Saudi Arabia, Syria? 

 

Speakers where: 

Niclas Trouvé 
Sweden’s Ambassador to Iraq during the past four years 

 

Dr Manouchehr Takin 
Senior Petroleum Upstream Analyst at Centre for Global Energy Studies in London 

 

Dr Robert Egnell 
Assistant Professor at the Swedish National Defense College 

 

Ingolf Kiesow 
Former ambassador in Kuwait 

 

Moderator at the seminar will be Staffan Riben, Chairman of NOG’s Program Council 
 

 
 
This abstract is a summary of the seminar written by the secretariat of NOG. 
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Niclas Trouvé began his presentation by talking a bit about Sweden’s history of presence in 

Iraq, which started already in 1925 by Einar af Wirsen. So being in Iraq is nothing new and 

that is why Sweden during the four last years has been building and reestablished a new 

embassy for the purpose of a long Swedish engagement in Iraq. 

 

In 2007 which was a turbulent time in Iraq Carl Bildt and Andreas Billstrom where among the 

first ministers to visit Iraq since Saddam’s regime fell. This opened up the door for 

reestablishing Sweden’s long standing contacts with the Iraqi people, and thereby strengthens 

the Swedish business in Iraq. Currently the Swedish export to Iraq is rapidly growing and 

there is a great market potential in the region. Niclas continued telling more about the market 

opportunities in Iraq and the importance of being there which could give Sweden a pioneer 

premium. 

 

Moreover, Trouvé gave a brief reflection about Iraq’s oil infrastructure and the challenges that 

lies within the future prospects of Iraq becoming an important oil producer. Iraq has 

substantial amounts of oil resources both discovered and not yet discovered and the country is 

highly dependent on the resources of oil and gas which stands for approx. 90 percent of the 

governmental revenues. Therefore it’s crucial that the oil sector starts working again both 

from a economical point of view but also from a political point of view, where money helps to 

reach security and stability in the region. There is quite a long list of market challenges to 

solve to keep up the trend of a growing GDP in Iraq. These challenges include security risks, 

undeveloped financial system, bureaucracy and lack of transparency, and corruption just to 

list a few. This makes it very important that the democracy process that is been undertaken 

will keep on developing. 

 

Niclas continued by given his point of view of how to succeed in establishing business in Iraq 

where a good market strategy would be to work directly with the Iraqis and not with agents in 

neighboring countries and to use Swedish goodwill. This in combination of a long 

engagement and a “seize the opportunity” mindset would be the proper way to go.  

 

Thereafter Niclas gave the audience an overview of the political climate in Iraq today where 

we have the Sunnu- Shia and Kurdish population to unit. Today Iraq’s ongoing conflict 

between the Sunni and Shia population isn’t as violent as it was a couple of years ago. 

Further, tribes still play an important role, especially in the country side and where successful 

efforts have been made to minimize Al-Qaida’s influence. One worrying thing though, is that 

Iraq has not yet been able to form a functional government based on the result of the last 

election that took place earlier in 2010.  

 

Niclas concluded by give his view on what Iraq need by saying “the Iraqis talk a lot of the 

past when they should talk about the future – Iraq needs a common vision for the future”.   

   

Niclas Trouvé 

Sweden’s former ambassador to Iraq 
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Dr Manouchehr Takin gave a speech about the future prospects of Iraq becoming a major oil 

producing nation. There are evidence that Iraq within the second half of this decade could 

produce 13-14 million barrels a day. Manouchehr elaborated around this and gave his 

reflections on if the world would need all that oil from Iraq?  

 

Manouchehr began his speech by talking about the world’s oil reserves and where they could 

be found. There are substantial reserves known in the Middel East from which about 15 

percent lies within Iraqi border.  

 

He then talked a little about Iraq’s history as a oil producing nation, which in its heydays in 

the early eighties peaked around 3,8 mbpd. Since then the production has gone down due to 

the first Gulf War and the years of sanctions together with the Military occupation of Iraq and 

is now reaching 2,5 mbpd. Today’s known reserves counts for 148 mbpd and in addition to 

this there are undiscovered resources expecting around 200 mbpd.      

 

This gives a scenario where Iraq might reach a total amount of 13-14 mbpd in the second half 

of this decade. Such a scenario is only expected to last approx. 5- 10 years, and then rapidly 

decline. Manouchehr view is that such a scenario wouldn’t be realistic due to heavy 

investments for installing high production capacity that will only be utilized for a few years. 

There will also be substantial operational constraints to overcome if such a scenario could be 

reached. A more moderate scenario would give 8 mbpd and would be more realistic in terms 

of investment and so forth.  

 

In addition to the above, one should also account for the fact that OPEC has closed down 6 

mbpd of their oil production in defense of price. Further on, IEA has done downwards 

revisions on their World Oil forecasts by – 20 mbpd to 2020. According to Manouehehr’s 

presentation the world’s oil supply will increase in the coming years, in addition to an 

increase in demand at a slower pace. Consequently, OPEC has to curtail its future oil 

production and Iraq should do the same.      

 

Manouchehr concluded his presentation by talking a bit about the legacy of the former 

concessionaires, whom in general transferred to little revenues to the producing countries and 

are therefore viewed by the general public in Iraq and the Middle East with a suspicious eye. 

This is something that foreign oil companies should be aware of.  

 

  

Dr Manouchehr Takin 
Senior Petroleum Upstream Analyst at Centre for Global Energy Studies in 

London 
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Dr Robert Egnell gave a presentation about the US withdrawal, the Iraqi development and the 

Persian Gulf region. Robert talked briefly about the Persian Gulf today, which he describes as 

a region in flux surrounded with Arab disagreement where no one really knows which 

direction the development of the political landscape is going to take. 

 

Dr Egnell continued by listing these key factors for reaching security in the region. 

 

 The future of Iraq, Iran 

 The Arab-Israeli Conflict  

 Regional tensions, 

 The role of external actors  

 (Asymmetric threats-Al Qaeda) 
 

When it comes to the future of Iraq and the ability of reaching stability and security in the 

country, it is very important that the ongoing political and economical development 

continues. This would lead to a strengthen region, both regionally and globally. He then 

discussed Iran and its impact on the security issue where his conclusions where that Iran 

with its nuclear ambitions, close ties to Syria and a source of instability in the Arab-Israeli 

conflict would prefer status quo in Iraq. However, peace in Iraq certainly would be 

beneficial for stability regarding the ongoing the Arab-Israeli conflict.  

 

Then there is the question where Iraq is going to position itself concerning the regional 

tensions (Sunni-Shi’a, Pro Western vs. Iran, Syria and others and Iran-Israel)? In addition, 

the external actors (USA, Russia, China, India, Europe and Turkey) influences and have 

interests in Iraq, which may have a big impact on the future development in the country. 

 

Robert concluded by stating that the war in Iraq has already had a huge impact on the 

region and this will spill over to the future Iraq regardless it’s political and economical 

development. There is three likely scenarios for the future Iraq, the first is; continued 

political and economical development and a new strong Iraq (stabilizer or a threat?), the 

second one is; status quo- political turmoil and limited improvements (this is currently 

happen and is likely to continue) and the last one is; backlash into sectarian strife and civil 

war. 

 

  

Dr Robert Egnell 
Assistant Professor at the Swedish National Defense College 
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Ingolf Kiesow made a short post on his personally view of the first Gulf war and the 

importance of this war in addition to the present situation in Iraq. Ingolf began by talking 

a bit about the common history of Iraq and Kuwait and the aspects that eventually led to 

the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in July 1990. 

 

In 1990 the war between Iran and Iraq had ended with circa 1 million people killed in the 

conflict. Iraq was in a bad economical shape and therefore needed all the oil income they 

could get to rebuild the economy. The Iraqi oil equipment was in bad shape and therefore 

could not pump oil as fast as needed, whereas Kuwait and Saudi Arabia had good 

equipment and therefore wanted high quotas in OPEC. Iraq called for low quotas in OPEC 

but wasn’t getting heard and in the meantime Kuwait pumped oil faster from the Rumeila 

field than Iraq could keep up to.  

 

Furthermore, in 1961 Iraq tried to incorporate Kuwait from UK but failed. This was, 

however, something that the Iraqi government had not given up. So, in July 1990 Iraq 

made a vicious attack on Kuwait’s oil policy at OPEC’s meeting and on July 17
th

 Iraqi 

troops went southwards and the occupying of Kuwait was a fact. Saddam then tried to 

prepare other Arab nations to take his side in the attack on Saudi Arabia in August, but 

failed to do so. The reactions of the other Arab nations were not in favor for Saddam as 

they teamed up with Russia and the US in UN demanding a counter- attack on Iraq.   

 

This counter-attack was led by the US and financed in large by oil money from Kuwait 

and Saudi Arabia. Kuwait was liberated in February 1991 and southern Iraq occupied by 

allied forces. Then the allied forces planned a march to Bagdad, but the march didn’t 

come true, which led to the re-opening of the old Sunni-Shia rift.  

 

Ingolf concluded with some exiting reflections on what would have happened if Iraq 

would not have attacked Kuwait, would the US then have attacked Iraq and Afghanistan a 

few years later? Pointing out that the Iraq attack on Kuwait changed the international 

playground. 

     

Ingolf Kiesow 
Former ambassador in Kuwait 
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